
Define the Problem Due 
The problem statement should clearly explain the following: Problem: State the problem that you are trying to solve with this engineered design and tell 

how you will do this.Personal Reasoning: Tell why you want to do this design or what made you become 

interested in this area of engineering.Purpose of my Design: How will your engineered prototype solution contribute to society?
Problem: The problem I am trying to solve with this design is hei 
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Purpose of My Design: The purpose of my design is that it will help other people by 
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Requirements and Constraints - Due 

e researching your idea, you should have some parameters/guidelines from which to base your 
aesign. These parameters should include the specific requirements needed to solve the 
enued problem. These parameters should also include the specific constraints, which are the 
limitations, of the design.

equirements: Lit the requirements that your design needs to fulfill. What does it need 
to do? 
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Constraints / Limitations: List the resources you are limited to using.
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Summary of Requirements and Constraints: Summarize what you feel are the most important requirements of your solution and what you feel will be the biggest limitations. 



Create Alternative Solutions- Due 
mustrate 3 concept designs below and rate how effective, efficient and durable the designs ay 

under a range of controlled test conditions. Make sure each design is clearly labeledDescribe the test conditions and how will you measure the success of your designWe 
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Design 1 Criteria- Rank your Prototype #1 (circle 1,2,or3) 
Material availability Cost of materialsWill you need help? 
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aTe Expensive 1 Yes! 

Can get 2 Some cost 2 Maybe 
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Effectiveness of solving the problem - explain your reasoning 

Desian2Broo Us Criteria- Rank your Prototype #2 (circle 1,2.or3) 
Material availability Cost of materials Will you need help? 
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Rere 1 Expensive 1 Yes! 

Can get 2 Some cost 2 Maybe 2 

Recycled 3 ot at al 3 Have 3 

Total of design rankings = 

Effectiveness of solving the problem- explain your reasoning: 

Design 3 Criteria- Rank your Prototype #3 (circle 1,2,or3) 
Material availability Cost of materials Will you need help? 

Rare 1 Expensive 1 Yes! 

Can get 2 Some cost 2 Maybe 

(Have 3 (Recycled) 3 Not at all 

Total of design rankings = 

Effectiveness of solving the problem - explain your reasoning 
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Choose the Best Solution - Due 

ased on your rankings and reasoning, which of your 3 concept ideas best provides a solution to 
the problem within the identified requirements and constralnts. 

Design # Score: Name of Prototype 1: 

Blueprint: Draw a larger, more detailed, labeled drawing of the prototype you plan tO buila. 
Materials List: Include a complete list of all mater 
Include quantities (how much), length, volume, and mass. 

List quantities in metric units. 

ils including details and amounts.

GOOD Materials List BAD Materials List 
1. 1 quart Water
2. Watch 

Example materials lists: |1. 20 Liters of water 
| 2. Stop watch with second hand 

3. Metric Ruler with millimeters listed 
4. 3 cubic meters of potting soil 

Ruler
4. Dirt 

Blueprint (a labeledillustration) Materials List 
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Final Prototype Due 

1. Drawa Blueprint for your final prototype. 

2. Label your blueprint and show dimensions using metric units

3 Include data from the testing of your final prototype by attaching extra 

pages or graph paper with the testing data you collected. 

Written Summary of improvements,and mpdificationss e S 

Final Prototype Blueprint 
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